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“POWERED BY EXPERIENCE!” EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE!

The professional user who wants and needs to work 
safely at height chooses ASC ACCESS. ASC 
specializes in developing, designing and manufacturing 
custom made access equipment, such as facade ladders, 
emergency escape ladders, stepladders and bridges,
suspended platforms and work platforms.

The label ASC ACCESS stands for an extensive range of 
aluminium mobile towers, ladders, stepladders and other 
access equipment for the professional user.

ASC products are widely used in the construction, industry, painting and cleaning branch. ASC ACCESS is 
characterized by very intensive, professional and industrial use of the access equipment, combined with a higher 
load standard and favourable pricing. ASC was founded in 1990 by owner Jeroen van den Heuvel. Once started 
as aluminium welder and manufacturer, ASC and its team has become a modern aluminium plant with its own
facilities and qualified employees.

Originally this Dutch quality company is working now globally and became a brand that stands for quality and 
reliability. All of our frames are welded by the strongest and most labor intensive welding method: manual TIG 
welding. This welding method is the only method where a weld pool at a very high quality and with very high 
temperatures is achieved. The advantages of this method of welding are as follows:
- A very high weld quality. The chance of inclusions is virtually zero.
- Material is added manually and is independent of the plasma arc, the rate of addition of the welding electrode     
 can be completely freely determined.
- The welding process does not splash so the welder has a very good view of the welding proces. Hence, ASC  
  provides a lifetime warranty on all welds of their products.

Jeroen van den Heuvel: “The ASC products are all developed from the 
perspective of safety and flexibility for the user. For us the customer and their 
security comes first. The growth of ASC has been realized together with our 
customers, especialy by listening to their needs. ASC stands for a lot of safe 
labor and will allways be happy to help you.“

ASC ACCESS: Product Catalog 2.4
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Our Universal Mobile Tower ® is since 1992 an important 
product in the mobile tower market.

The ASC Universal Mobile Tower is available in a wide
(135 cm) and a narrow (75 cm) model. The possible
platform lengths are 190 cm, 250 cm and 305 cm. The maximum
height of the wide tower is 20 m for outdoor use (provided 
anchored to the wall) and 8.20 m as standing inside.

For the narrow tower, these are 12 m respectively 6 m.
This Mobile Tower is made of high quality aluminium, with an unique 
strength in combination with a wall thickness of 2 mm.

The characteristics of this Universal Mobile Tower are:
- Simplicity and ease of use
- Exceptional strength
- Very long durability
- Solid and robust design.

Of course, this product complies with all the requirements and calculation models that we, within the EU,
are required to handle. *

When you purchase this tower, you will receive a certificate for the product. We take the product liability in most 
cases, if you are using our mobile tower components in combination with other brands (erected according to our       
regulations).

The frames of the ASC Universal Mobile Tower ® are distinguished by:

- The very robust connecting pin with a ridge structure. This construction makes it easy to disassemble the frames. 
- The connections are manually (TIG) welded by our certified welders.

- See the last page of this brochure for a list of all quality and safety standards that meets ASC.

Universal Mobile Tower ASC ® with straight pin
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The patented Fast-Clic ® system with semi-conical connecting pin is
unique in its kind. The system (stand-alone), is highly effective and 
safe. This system is also good to combine with the Universal
Mobile Tower and most brands of other manufacturers.

The system uses the distance of the existing dimensions of the lock
holes, and closes itself automatically herein. One can use the standard
locking clips (which never needs to be unlocked) or one can opt for a
fixed connection (from this system) by fitting a bolt and nut, which
makes this system even more effective, and works more economically.

This system is manually manufactured (TIG welding) of thick extruded
aluminium (2 mm). This is a high quality aircraft aluminium with a
maximum silicon content.

The frame is manufactured in the same solid production
method as the Universal Mobile Tower, only the
Fast-Clic ® Mobile Tower features the high die-cast,
solid aluminium connecting pin with the quick-locking
method.

Features:
- Faster and safe assembly and disassembly.
- European Safety Regulations: technically very attractive by continious locking of the frames.
- Low maintenance and repair costs because the frames never jam
- The pin never needs to be unlocked
- Compatible with the most common types/brands.The main advantage is that its unique locking system
  will also be applicable on these types
- All of these components comply with the EN 1004 and the strength and stability calculations.

Fast-Clic Mobile Tower ®

1 2

All innovative ASC
locking systems
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Advantaged Guardrail System (AGS) Mobile Tower. 
This is a revolution in scaffolding. With this unique system ASC
satisfies the demands and requirements of the Safety 
Authorities and the safety of the user of aluminium mobile 
towers.

Above 2 m platform height, the diagonal braces are replaced
by safe profesional guardrails. Because of this, safety is secured
at the next platform height.

There is always a guardrail present before you climb up.
Moreover, this system consists of many fewer parts than
the traditional systems, so you can erect the mobile tower
very rapidly. The AGS mobile tower can be erected in both 
freestanding use as against the facade. 
There are various configurations 
possible.

AGS XS
After 3 years of development ASC proudly presents the AGS XS. 
This Advanced Guardrail System is lighter in weight due to 
less molded parts, has a far better fit and is easier to transport.

The AGS XS can be used in two ways in contrast to 
other guardrail systems:

1. As a hip guardrail: placing the AGS on the upper sport of a frame, then placing the platforms and from there 
locking the AGS (when entering the upper platforms there is only a hip guardrail available, sufficient according to 
the next generation of Dutch Safety Rules per 1-1-2018).

2. As a hip and knee guardrail: placing the AGS on the upper sport of a frame and lock it directly. In this way, there 
is always a hip and knee guardrail during entering the upper platform. Unique in the range of guardrail systems and 
a lot safer.

ASC Mobile Tower + AGS

Extra advantage of this AGS:
Mobile tower can be used as
facade scaffold if the tower
will be erected at maximum 15 
cm from the facade.

AGS Pro facade scaffold
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The ASC Euro Mobile Tower is a luxury 
mobile tower of its kind and in its marketsegment. 
This mobile tower is produced with extremely 
high-quality aluminium. Its wall thickness is only 
1.6mm. The width dimensions are 0.75 m and 1.35 m.
The lengths of the platforms are 1.90 m, 2.50 m, 
3.05 m and 4.00 m.

The ASC Euro Mobile Tower is ideal for professionals 
with high demands on the safety and ease of use of the
tower:

- The various light-weight components are
 convenient in transportation, construction and storage.
- No dirty hands during erecting the tower.
- The aluminium has a high gloss.
- The non-slip of the profile on the sports works optimally.
- The maintenance costs are low because the frames
 are easy to disassemble
- You do not need separate locking pins.

Frame:
The frames have through the unique locking pin a 
fast working function.Through this self-locking pin 
the locking of the frames is always secured
from the inside to the outside. The mobile tower therefore can
never be erected in a wrong way and is super fast to
assemble and to disassemble. 

Platform:
The platform consists of a strong welded aluminium space-frame with:
- Waterproof plywood with anti-slip profile
- Massive support hooks 
- Also available with Carbon-deck (light weight) and the X-light Carbon-deck (super light weight) both with 
 special hooks: if the towers are connected, you have one ongoing workplace.
- The platform meets the highest requirements (Class 3) with a floor load of 200 kg/m2. 

Braces:
The braces of the Euro Mobile Tower are also produced with the same kind of high-quality aluminium. The braces 
have very robust, but fine working brace claws, which are welded circular. Our braces can be 
delivered with the unique patented Quick-Lock ® - system.

Wheel + Aluminium Spindle:
Polyamide wheel with a double brake system (200 mm). The wheel can be braked in the rotation direction and in 
the rolling direction. The aluminium spindle is 300 mm adjustable in height. The maximum load is 250 - 800 kg per 
wheel (depending on the selected type). The wheels comply with the latest safety regulations.
 
Stabilizer:
The stabilizers are produced from high-grade aluminium with solid parts. They are available in different lengths and 
in fixed or telescopic versions. All stabilizers are equipped with plastic fittings which are very light and strong.

ASC Euro Mobile Tower ®

1

2

3
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ASC AGS Gaurdrail frames

AGS PRO

AGS XS

AGS X-FRAME

AGS LIGHT

The AGS Pro guarantees the safety of the user, because 
the guardrail can be fixed from a lower platform height. This 
way of erecting a mobile tower gives the user, climbing to the 
next platform an immediately insured and secured working 
platform: the guardrail is already fixed!  This is a stable and a 
permanent solution.

A very light and easily manageable auxiliary frame 
that can be used during the erection as a temporary 
guardrail. Using this system, your customer can 
continue to use his current rolling towers!

The AGS XS is ideal for storage and transport.
It can also be used as a permanent guardrail. The AGS XS 
can be used in 2 ways:

1 As hip guardrail: fixing the AGS XS on the top rung of a 
frame, then placing the platforms on the required height and 
from there locking in the AGS XS.

2 As hip and knee guardrail: fixing the AGS XS on the top of a 
frame and locking it directly. In this way, there is always a hip 
and knee guardrail during entering the upper platform.

The AGS Light is a lighter guardrail system. 
Lighter in weight than the AGS and 
efficient in use. Also, robust and easy to transport.
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ASC launches the fastest method of safe 
assembly and disassembly of Aluminium 
Quick-Build Mobile Towers by one person: 
the XS (extra-small) Tower! A revolutionary 
concept and robust with a unique integrated
device.

Easy to transport through a trolley system.
With the XS Tower one can reach in 
8-10 minutes a safe working height of 6.2 m 
(working heights of 3.2 / 4.2 / 5.2 m possible).

XS-Tower ®

The 1-person Aluminium Mobile Tower

Optional: personalization by applying your own (business)
colors and/or logo/companyname.

The ASC XS Tower ® complies with the EN-1004 Class 3 and
TÜV certification. This tower is also in accordance with current strength and
stability calculations. ASC offers a 5 year full factory warranty.

Max KG

Update:
Also available the XSS Tower 

with a working height of 8,2 m 

Very easy and safe to use.
Can be erected by one person.

Very compact (less than 60% use of the floor).  
High-grade aluminium alloy and fully manually welded joints.
Lightweight Fast-Clic ® system of toeboards and blue coated 
platforms Special design of stabilizer for an extreme load.

The XS-Tower ® will be delivered with industrial wheels (125 mm, 
double brakes and adjustable in height). Load till 500 kg.  

Article nr:
Length:

Width:
Working height:
Platform height:

Weight:

ASC-XS-007
1.20 m
0.75 m
6.20 m (also 3.2 / 4.2 / 5.2)
4.20 m
118 kg

-person
 Build
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The ASC XXL Mobile Tower is wider than the traditional 
mobile towers. 

The great advantage of this mobile tower: the diagonal 
braces can be assembled next to the platforms, so you 
can achieve any platformheight without moving these 
braces.

The ASC XXL Mobile Tower is ideal for any professional
that needs work on a large working surface.
 
This can include plastering, but also
to companies in (system) ceilings and in the
electrotechnology.

These XXL Mobile Towers are available in widths of 90
and 150 cm. The platformlengths are: 190, 250 en 305 cm.

The XXL Mobile Tower can be delivered with any type of connecting pin. The XXL Mobile Tower is of the same 
high quality as the traditional products from the ASC range (Class A).  

ASC 150-90 (XXL) Mobile Tower
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The extension console has been designed to light
maintenance jobs on balconies and galleries.

But the console is also suitable for minor repairs
and maintenance, such as concrete repairs,
painting and assembly work.

The work platform is suitable for use by
two persons including tools, with a
maximum load of 250 kg.

The ASC Extension console is based on
BS EN 1004 and tested against the general
rules for safe working at height as defined in 
Article 3.16 of the Safety Authorities.

Extension console
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The ASC Stairway Tower is a concept which has been 
developed to specific market demands. This tower complies with 
the latest European legislation.

The ASC Stairway Tower is entirely out of high quality
aluminium and also light weight. 

The new way of assembling ASC Stairway Tower makes this
tower very stable, comfortable to use and very user-friendly 
during assembly and disassembly.

With this concept, one can always go upwards and down safely 
even if you carry, for example, a tool in one hand!

The ASC Stairway Tower features unique railing system with 
a safe exit on the working platform. Therefore this Stairway 
Tower is the first tower of its kind in which the handrail
sytem always complies the legal requirements.
 
The Tower will be delivered with an aluminium hinged set of 
toeboards (also required by law).

ASC Stairway Tower

The standard module of the ASC Stairwat Tower ® 135:
- With double horizontal brace and safety bracket
- 1x platform and a set of hinged aluminium toeboards (75)
- 4 stabilizers mandatory from 4.2 m platform height, for free standing use
- Anchoring mandatory from 6.20 m platform height



This aluminium Renovation Scaffold is excellent for work in new constructions and renovation.
Due to the structure of the scaffold frame, a limited number of components is necessary
for erecting the scaffold. A block of houses with a maximum applicable platform height of 4 meters 
can be achieved in a short time. The Renovation Scaffold can easily be equipped with a shelter and canvas.

Because of the construction of a wide base and adjustable stabilizers against the facade a very stable
scaffold is guaranteed. Also, the façade is accessible on two levels. To ensure stability on softer surfaces 
one can use adjustable spindles with base plates.

This scaffold makes it for you the most economical purchase, because of its competative price.

Renovation Scaffold
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The widely proven Facade Scaffold concept of ASC is 
based on use combined with the standard scaffold 
components. This to keep this concept simple, solid 
and financially attractive. The frames are made of a 
high alloy aluminium of 2.0 mm wall thickness.

The walk-through frames feature couplers
to which the standard diagonal braces
can be attached. Also, the standard horizontal
braces and ASC platforms can be used
within the ASC Facade Scaffold.

The uniqueness of the concept is that the frames are erected overhand so there is
at all times a handrail present. So the erection of the scaffold is always safe.

Within no time, the aluminium Facade Scaffold can be erected to platform
height of 18 meters and a working height of over 20 meters.

The length can be adjusted at any length since the Facade Scaffold is built by using
the standard platforms 1.90 - 2.50 - 3.05 to 4.00 meters.

All the options of guardrails and extensions are to obtain at your ASC Dealer.

- Maximum platform load: 150 kg p/m2

- Maximum height: 18 m of platform height

Available in two sizes: 75 and 90 cm wide.

Facade Scaffold

75 cm wide



ASC introduces the safe solution for working in stairwells and several staircases: 
The ASC Staircase Scaffold ®. The construction offers many adjustments allowing 
the scaffold to be used under almost all circumstances.

A set consists of:
- ASC walkthrough frame 75-200
- ASC frame 75-28-1
- ASC frame 75-28-2
- ASC guardrailframe 75-50-2
- Platform 190 with trapdoor
- Adjustable legs
- Horizontal brace 190
- Adjustable wall bracket with couplings
- Special diagonal brace
- Aluminium foldable set of toeboards 75-190

Option: If there is no staircase present, the Staircase Scaffold can be adjusted as a scaffold at the
stairwell, eventually with a separate ladder as access.
 

ASC Staircase Scaffold ®

The work platform is freely accessible through the
trapdoor. The Staircase Scaffold is delivered as a set
and consists of many standard scaffold components.

15
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ASC Roof Scaffold

The ASC Roof Scaffold is the ideal tool for working on
dormers and chimneys. Quickly to erect on roofs with a slope
from 30 to 60 º. Can be expanded to any desired length and 
width.

       Ridge bracket     Foot beam-Pedestal

The Foot Beam/frame can directly be mounted to the ridge bracket. You can 
determine the working height by increasing the foot beam with frames (available
in various dimensions).

Roof Scaffold XL
The ASC Roof Scaffold XL is large and very easy to assemble.
You can erect up to four platforms outside the mobile tower.
You have open access to the dormer.

If you want to have access from there on the roof you can simply 
make a passage (left or right) by opening the gate.
Ideal for people that should work on the roof, dormer or 
chimney.

Different heights
from the ridge:
1. 0.88 m
2. 3.13 m
3. 4.53 m

Longer is also possible
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The Carbon Mobile Tower provides safe access and work area for 
professionals who are working in danger areas, such as:
- Risk of explosion (especially static)
- Risk of fire
- In the immediate vicinity of high-voltage
- In a clean environment (e.g. in the food industry).

The reinforced glass fiber tubes are extremely robust and resistant
against electrolytic corrosion by salt water and / or damage
by acids. As a result, the Carbon Mobile Tower is:
- Non-conductive
- Not oxidizing
- Easy to clean
- Non-corrosive.

The Carbon Mobile Tower also gives you a stable work platform and is 
easy to (dis) assembly and transport.

Carbon Mobile Tower
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ASC Layco

For many years now, the ASC Layco is procuced in a  
special production department of ASC. This quality 
tower is made of 3 mm thick aluminium. The sports do 
have a distance from only 250 mm from each other and 
are supported in the middle by an extra tube which is 
welded in the heart of the frame. This results in a
unprecedented high stability and long durability.
 
The platforms are supplied with industrial
ASC double profiles for even more width and
firmness.

This tower is available in two sizes:
800 x 1800 mm and 1500 x 2850 mm.

The Layco Tower is easy to combine
with other systems that perform the same dimensions.

The Tower can be supplied with all versions
of walk-through frames, extension consoles, etc.

Especially for the ASC Layco Mobile Tower an extra heavy industrial 
wheel has been designed with steel spindle and heavy wheel bearings and

wheel rim.  

Also the brace claw has its own design for heavy use. The airtight aluminium 
casting is provided with a thick massive aluminium v-spring for a strong and

tolerant connection.

Also, the braces are all made of 3 mm thick aluminium.
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In addition to the mobile tower range ASC now also delivers 
CUSTMADE. This system has a another dimension than the 
ASC Mobile Towers.  

The sport distance is 25 cm, in a frame are 8 sports.

Width is available in narrow (75 cm) and wide (135 cm).
Tube wall thickness is 2.0 mm.

Custmade is compatible with other systems in the market with
the same dimensions.
 

ASC Custmade
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The by ASC Group worldwide patented Quick-Lock ®
brace claw (reg.pat: 4.706498.022) is a revolution in the 
branche of mobile towers. 

Through this unique invention a tower is not only safer, 
but also the erecting time is much faster.

Since the whole system consists of only one component 
(no loose springs or other spare parts) the Quick-Lock ® 
brace claw is much more robust and stands for durability.

Characteristics of the ASC Quick-Lock ®:
- Very user friendly (your back will be less stressed during erecting)
- Much lower costs of maintenance
- Only one component (no loose springs or other spare parts)
- Much more robust and long durability
- Larger connecting block in comparison to the standard braces.

Process:
The system is very simple. With a twisting motion the Quick-Lock ® hooks on a sport
or horizontal post, and on the other site, one clicks the brace the same way as with a
standard type brace claw.   

As a result, one can always stand on one side of the brace claw and there 
is no need to move to the other side of the mobile tower. And more
important: one does not have to bend down during dismantling the 
diagonal brace.
When the standard brace claw has been loosened, one twists the 
Quick-Lock ® in a circular motion and the brace has been dismantled.

ASC Quick-Lock ®

1 2 3

Video: process Quick-Lock ®
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ASC Platforms

The ASC platforms are constructed out of a combination of industrial 
design and applications of high quality aircraft alloys. As a result, ASC 
has created an extremely strong profile which is also light in weight. 

By making use of much stronger girders, which are welded 
three quarters circular, the ASC Platform is a very solid and rigid 
construction with a great loading capacity and a low overall weight. 

Naturally these platforms meet the Class 3 Standards (2 kN pm2), 
but technically the construction of ASC platforms makes them suitable 
for facade scaffolding Class 4 (3 kN pm2).

The ASC platform is equipped with one of the best Finnish
woods, which has a 7-ply-bonded, water-repellent building structure  
(Forto deck). Of course, it is provided with the mandatory, 
wear resistant non-slip surface. The support hooks are 0,8 inches thick 
and solid aluminium. The finishing of trapdoors, hinges and other
compound materials are of the highest quality and guarantee a long durability.

       

EURO

ASC Carbon Platform Deck (lightweight):
Optional ASC delivers its platforms also with the ultra-light and strong 
ASC Carbon deck. Hereby the Forto deck is replaced by the Carbon deck. 
The structure of the ASC Carbon deck is based on a polyester honeycomb 
profile in combination with fiber-reinforced top and bottom components. 
This creates the same strong construction, but still 25% percent (4 kg) lighter 
than a wooden platform and an even longer durability. 

ASC X-light-Deck ® (super lightweight):
The ASC X-light-Deck ® is a high-tech designed aluminium
profile with welded and bolted beams, which is the perfect
combination of strength and weight.

Characteristics of the ASC X-Light Deck:
- Blue coated riggers (guaranteed clean hands).
- Very light in weight (less stress)
- Very easy to handle
- At the bottom site provides with a carrying bracket
- Long durability.

The ASC X-light-Deck ® is equipped with lighter hooks,because of the latest 
assembly techniques it weighs more than 5 kg less than a standard wooden 
platform.
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Set of Toeboards

The use of toeboards in the work floor is at all times required
(not on a walk or passage floor). Standard a wooden set of toeboards will be
delivered with plastic brackets. This is the most simple and economical solution.
Optional we also have a set of aluminium toeboards and ASC Fast-Clic ® toeboards

Wooden Set of Toeboards 
Wooden toeboards are easy to assemble with plastic 
brackets. In the range of Universal Mobile Towers 
the platforms and toeboards are coated blue.

Aluminium Set of Toeboards
Aluminium toeboards are lighter in

weight and have a longer durability.

Fast-Clic ® set of toeboards
The newly developed Hinged Set of Toeboards is made of 
2 mm thick aluminium of a high alloy. The hinges are extruded 
aluminium with stainless steel pins. The hinge can be
disassembled completely for maintenance or replacement. 
The set of toeboards is finished with beautiful, shaped caps.

The system is very robust and simple. When unfolding the set it 
clamps itself at the frame. According to the requirements
of EN 1004 the set of toeboards is 150 mm high and protects 
adequately against falling objects. The Fast-Clic ® toeboards: 
optimal ease of use, no loose spare parts and more safety.  

1 2
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The ASC Stage is already for many years a widely used product by
professionals. Through continuous development the ASC Stage 
is a very robust, light weight stage and easy to use: 
- The main beam has been upgraded in aluminium alloy, which 
  gives the construction more strength.
- The supporting cross beams: lighter and stronger 
  construction profiles.
- The lightweight walking and working surface is extra stable, 
  thereby reducing a risk of damage.
- The floor is made of anti-slip aluminium plates (length 1 m). 
  These plates are interchangeable.
- The guardrail posts are more stable and easier in use.

The railings can be mounted both left and right. The railings are 
collapsible, so there is less damage during transport.

When the stage is used as a work floor, it should be used with 
toeboards.

  
All Aluminium Stages comply with the minimum legal load of 150 kg 
per m2 and are entirely according to HD 1004 - P6.

The aluminium profile has a height of 15 cm and has a width of 61 cm. 

                                                              

      Optional
                                                               The Stages can be fitted with hooks. The position of the hooks 
                                                               makes it possible to place the Stages in one straight row. 
                                                               Of course, one of the hooks is provided with the
                                                               required windblock safety device.

Available lengths are standard 3 to 8 meters (customization is possible)

 
    

ASC Stages
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To prevent unwanted guests on your mobile tower we advise
to use the protection against climbing. The mobile tower can not be 
climbed from the outside,  without the separate ladder. 
This ladder is folded up and lockable. This allows you anytime to  
obstruct access to the mobile tower. All parts are wear resistant and  
designed to obstruct climbing opportunities.

In narrow streets passengers can just walk under the 
mobile tower. The protection against climbing is available for
 both wide and narrow mobile towers, in lengths of 250 or 305 cm.

This protection complies with the standard (N) EN 1004

Protection against climbing
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Our aluminium Roof Edge Protection system is developed by ASC and is made of our standard 
components in combination with new techniques. Again, this quality product is very easy to use. 

The extremely strong aluminium / dortron coupling is used as a standard clamp on the foldable roof-edge-base. 
The aluminium roof-edge-base is made of a 3 mm thick profile, which is the perfect combination between weight 
and especially durability.

The click-hinge system ensures safe sealing. The most important feature of this system is that it can be 
folded up during the work.

By using the aluminium coupling the railing components 
of 3 meters are variable and so the system does not have 
to be adjusted before one can finally start to assemble.
 

The maximum span between 2 roof-edge-bases is 3 meters,
the same length as the length of the
handrail tubes. Shorter bridging is always allowed. 
The system with a maximum span of 3 meters has been 
calculated on a peak load of 300 kg at its weakest point 
(the center of these 3 meters).

We also have adjustable and fixed corner joints in our assortment. The ballast blocks of 22.5 kg are made of strong 
B25 concrete mix and are provided with integrated handles.

ASC RPS ® (Roof Protection System)
In addition to the widely used roof edge protection systems with ballast 
blocks, ASC has also developed a protection system for sloping roofs. 
With this unique system, you can create quickly and easily a safe 
work platform on sloping roofs (also for flat roofs with a small raised edge).

The system can easily be placed directly into the gutter and with telescopic 
arms it stands against the facade of the building. Almost all sizes are 
possible due to the numerous set options.

Erecting can be done very quickly and safely. Due to the clamp of the 
aluminium couplings, there are no restrictions regarding certain sizes, 
so the use and assembly is customer friendly.
The roof edge protection system can be linked infinitely. 
Fixed and / or adjustable corner components are available.

Roof Edge Protection 
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ASC Uni-tent shelter
The solution of a universal shelter for each type and each 
brand of mobile tower.
Because one should choose between the purchase of a 
narrow or a broad shelter: the ASC uni-shelter ® solves this 
problem.
Due to the simple and solid construction, the 3-way 
articulated shelter can be used in 60 cm wide upto a 
maximum width of 175 cm. One can also choose for a 
positive inclination (in any desired angle) or a descending 
slope (eg.drainage in the gutter).

The unique 3-way articulated construction provides a
stepless adjustment in any arbitrary angle and length.
When the length is used at the front in its shortest position
the rear telescopic tube will extend, on which a horizontal
brace can be placed. 

This gives you more space at the rear
side of the shelter.

ASC Shelters

Post for Gutter Shelter
Because of the adjustment of the telescopic hinges this shelter can be tensioned very tight,
so that flapping of the canvas, will be limited to a minimum.
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ASC has 2 types of trailers in its range: the Basic-carrier and the X-carrier.
Our trailers for mobile towers are designed to transport your mobile tower / ladders more efficient and economical. 
At a glance you keep track of your access equipment, loading and unloading generates considerable time 
advantages. You avoid here with inconvenience and possible penalties and damages.
Our trailers are manufactured of high quality components for a long durability.

Trailers for mobile towers

Basic-carrier
The Basic Carrier is a simple, solid construction for transporting 
a mobile tower of 12 m platform height. In combination with 
additional scaffolding wheelholders, you can also carry two 
smaller towers with accessories.

Dimensions: 
L380 x H204 x W196 cm

X Carrier
The X Carrier is a “lockable mobile tower trailer”. 
With the X Carrier you can transport a mobile tower up to 10m 
platform height. Furthermore, all your material is 
protected from theft and damage with the locking mechanism.
Dimensions 250: L390 x H195 x W180
Dimensions 305: L440 x H195 x W180

ASC Forklift Plateau
The solution between the mobile tower trailer and a storage rack 
is the steel Forklift Platform of ASC’s Basic Carrier.
Size plateau: (L280xW125xH170) Weight: 130 kg
The width of the complete Forklift Platform is 148 cm
The 4 mm thick chassis is very robust, lightweight and 
maintenance-free. Due to the used technique, the frame can be 
handled by a forklift in both width and in length and loading is 
simple in most standard trailers. 

Scaffolding transporter
This unique combination of a mobile tower
and standard trailer makes it possible for 
you to use both the trailer and the 
mobile tower completely separated.

One person can easily erect the mobile tower on the trailer 
and disassemble it again.
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Mobile Tower Wheels
ASC has a very broad and wide range of professional
(scaffold) wheels. Standard ASC mobile towers are delivered
with a 200 mm double braked wheel of high quality plastic with
a softer top layer.

The galvanized steel spindle with plastic crown and solid failure protection,  
ensures a very stable and reliable wheel.

As mentioned before ASC offers a very wide range of Mobile Tower Wheels, 
but also all other types of (industry) wheels. Please contact one of the ASC Star 
dealers or ASC headquarters for more 
information. ASC has a solution in all 
situations. If this solution does not yet exist, 
we would like to create the solution for you.

Mobile Tower accessories

The ASC Scaffold Bumber (Scaffy) is worldwide 
patented. This innovative product protects your walls, 
facades and window frames during your jobs on a 
mobile tower, folding tower or hydraulic platform.

Your own Scaffy? 
We can adjust this product 

entirely to your wishes.

 Scaffold Base
The ASC Scaffold Base was developed after asking questions from the 

market. It is often difficult to place mobile towers on a solid and stable 
surface. The SZW inspectorate, however, stipulates that the scaffolding 

may only be erected on a surface that is horizontal and stable in 
structure. This causes problems on the workplace.

With the scaffolding foot you solve that problem! This increases the 
surface area, reducing the pressure per cm2 to 400% compared to a 

standard scaffolding wheel.
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Tower Stairs
The tower stairs are of a high quality, 
lightweight aluminium.

The concept of ASC makes the 
tower very stable, comfortable to use and 
very user friendly during assembly and 
disassembly.

Extension Options for Mobile Towers

Roof Console
This is a very handy tool to create access at dormer windows and pitched roofs 
from a mobile tower. Roof Consoles can be quickly and easily installed at any 
height. To attach the Roof Console on the outside of the Mobile Tower use steel 
couplings.

The console is attatched to the frame of the mobile tower.
The T-piece is fitted with a plastic protective sleeve to prevent damage to the 
roof tiles.

Scaffmover
The Scaffmover is a real gadget. With the 

Scaffmover you can safely move the mobile 
tower, while standing on it. With the remote 

control, move the mobile tower forward, 
back, left or right. 

The Scaffmover can completely turn on its 
own axis, but remains within its turning circle 

and is not beyond the mobile tower. Moreover 
Scaffmover itself acts as a brake on the mobile 
tower; there is no need to put the mobile tower 

on the brakes and / or unlocking the brakes.

Safety Click ® Type VI
The Safety Click ® type VI is a loose aluminium 

frame that can be connected to the folding tower 
with aluminium tube couplings. Nearly every type of 

ladder can be placed in the Safety Click ® and the 
folding tower is ready for safe access to the work 

platform.
 

Thanks to the robust and friendly construction of the 
Safety Click ® type VI, the frame can also be folded 

into the folding tower. This makes transportation 
easy and safe. More information about the 

Safety Click ® can be found on pages 52 and 53.

1

2

3

4
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The Folding Tower, a very high quality product for professional use,
was developed in 1994 in collaboration with the rental industry.
This folding tower is simple and robust, but also very 
economical. We are the market leader for years in the Benelux 
with this product.

The characteristics of the A-Line ASC Folding Tower:
- Simple and solid construction
- Very economical to use
- With (thick) solid aluminium pivots
- Manually welded and assembled frame construction
- High stability and longer durability
- Meets all technical requirements (NEN - EN 1004).

Standard dimensions: Length: 1.90 m width | Width: 0.75 m or 0.90 m | Height: 1.97 m.
As an option, we also have the following dimensions: 
0.75 - 190/250/305 (telescopic) and
1.35 - 190/250/305 (telescopic).

                                                                    The Folding Tower is available in dull or shiny aluminium with different                              
               connection pins.

The Folding Tower will be delivered with double braked wheels (high quality), which also 
have a DIN inspection. The wheel has a diameter of 150 mm. The total load capacity of the 
standard version is 450 kg. In combination with the heavy wheels is our Folding Tower 
the most robust in its market segment.
For this product features a lifetime warranty on the welding.

As an option the Folding Tower can be extended to a Mobile Tower of 7.5 m high. For this, 
the standard components of the ASC Universal Mobile Tower of 0.75 m - 1.90 m are being 
used.

A-line Folding Tower

 Standard   Optional
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Especially for those who want to climb in a simple way on a folding tower
ASC has developed the Multi Folding Tower. Unique is the ladder that can be
installed under the platform and this offers a safe comfortable entry.

This folding tower is 90 cm wide and has a platformheight of 2 m.
Included are 2x guardrails and two horizontal braces to create a safe working platform.

Dimensions are 90 cm by 190 cm.
Working height is 3.80 m.

 Multi Folding Tower
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Folding Tower XXL

ASC has developed the Folding Tower XXL on 
special demand from the market. Both the 
plasterers, construction and ceiling companies often 
cannot store all their equipment on a standard work 
platform of, for example, 1.35 x 2.50 m.

This type of industry needs a lot of storage and does 
not want to move the folding tower very often. The 
Folding Tower XXL has a platform of 2.00 x 2.50 m 
(= 5m2). This tower is completely foldable through 
its highly robust hinging system.

The Folding Tower XXL is easily expandable with 
a guardrail system around. The 150 mm industrial 
wheels provide a stable base and is very easy to 
move.

The combination of industrial quality and 
compactness makes the Folding Tower XXL 
a very friendly tool.

Expandable with a guardrail
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In addition to a large and diverse range of stepladders, ASC also develops fully customized stepladders. 
If you have any questions about this, or are you just curious about the possibilities, please contact us. ASC has the 
knowledge, experience and capabilities in-home to offer you the right and affordable solution.

Custom made stepladder
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ASC introduces its own line of stepladders on the European market.
More than two years of development is in this innovative quality product.
All the advantages of different designs are incorporated into the stepladder assortment.
 
All stepladders, both the double sided stepladder and the platform stepladder are seamed, welded and extra locked
in its profile. The ASC stepladders are both equipped with a unique locking system.

Single stepladders
The characteristics of this line are:
- Solid locking system on the top platform
- High-quality hinges
- The locked platform secures a safe and stable work platform
- Complete with tool tray
- Extra spread straps for extra safety
- Reinforced connections
- Manufactured from high quality anodised aluminium: no more dirty hands!

Double sided stepladders
The characteristics of this line are:
- An additional lockingsystem: one handle that presses the stepladder in the
  protection mode and thereby ensures optimum stability.
- A high-quality non-slip feet for maximum safety.
- Manufactured from high quality anodised aluminium: no more dirty hands!   
 
ASC grants a 5 years garantee on all weldings.
All ASC stepladders are equipped with high quality plastic parts which are of 
high quality and long durability.

ASC Stepladders
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Premium ladders
The ASC Premium Ladder ® perfectly combines quality and lightweight.
This ladder is coated with a high-grade paint and therefore the ladder has a very beautiful and solid appearance.

The ladders obviously meet all 
the Dutch and European requirements.

The ASC Premium Ladder can be used in the 
A-position (freestanding up to 12 steps) and as a 
ladder with rope.

The main features are:
- All sports connections are double seamed and 
  locked up in the ladder profile;
  stack and / or tilting of the sport is impossible
- All connections are made of solid components 
  and screwed
- All caps are made of high quality durable natural rubber

This Premium line is coated with a wear-resistant paint. 
This prevents oxidation of the aluminium and you do not get 
dirty hands. We can also deliver uncoated ladders in various 
dimensions and designs.

The ladders can be equipped with the Tele-X ® or Laddergrip ®. 
Both products are patented by ASC Group since 2009. 
The Tele-X ® and Laddergrip ® are the only real safe solution 
against sliding of the ladder.

When using these ladder accessories, the pressure is always 
divided proportionally and eliminates the main cause of 
accidents: 80% of the accidents are caused by 
slipping of the ladder! 

Premium Stepladders
The ASC Premium Platform Stepladder and the Double-Sided 
Stepladder are very robust, strong and still lightweight. 
The beams of the stepladder are coated with a high-grade paint 
that prevents corrosion of the aluminium. 
You also don’t get dirty hands.

The wide steps are not only seamed, but also riveted 
for extra stability.

Further features include:
- No annoying spread lock ties
- Wide working platform and anti-slip profile on the steps
- Robust ladder skids

All double-sided stepladders are provided with a safety 
bracket, all platform stepladders with a handy tool tray.

Of course, all Premium Stairs meet all the requirements: 
VGS Safety Warranty

     Commodities Act
NEN 2484, EN 131

ASC Premium Ladders and Stepladders

Unique integrated locking
device in A-position



In our assortment for the professional user: the XD ladder.
The XD ladder is equipped with unique D-shaped rungs that provides
more stability, a longer lifespan and a larger standing surface.

Use the ladder as an extension ladder along the wall, or switch it easily
into an A-position.

Obviously, all XD ladders comply with the applicable safety standards and
inspection requirements:

- VGS Security Warranty
- Commodities Act (Warenwet)
- NEN 2484
- EN 131

You will work safely with the 
XD ladder. The push-up hook with 
safety catch prevents the ladder 
from collapsing during use.
The XD ladder is the perfect ladder 
for every job.

Equipped with telescopic stability bar, 
which keeps you safe and stable at all levels.

ASC XD ladders and stepladders

36
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This line is traditionally part of the extensive product range of ASC. Both ladders and 
stepladders have a proven track record. The ladders and stepladders are manufactured for ASC under license and 
are provided with our own identity in the factory in Belgium. They produce ladders and stepladders since 1928. 
These extremely solid ladders and stepladders are available in all models shapes and sizes, but also we can 
produce them according to your special needs.

VGS Ladder
The features are:
- Light and strong
- Integrated spreading lock security
- Sports with anti-slip profile
- Robust ladder feet
- Convenient wall wheels
- Sturdy push-up brackets with attachment security.

The ladders are available in the following models:
- Single ladder (straight)
- Two-piece / Three-piece extension ladder with rope and hook
- Two-piece / Three-piece combination ladder with bent beams
- Two-piece / Three-piece combination ladder with bent beams.

VGS Stepladder
The features are:
- Very solid construction
- Aluminium spreading lock
- Enhanced platform
- Reinforced hinges.

VGS Ladders and Stepladders
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ASC produces and delivers since many years escape ladders of high 
quality.

Escape ladders can be used as:
- Fire escape ladder
- Inspection ladder 
- Special constructions at industrial plants.  

Our ladders are fitted with non-slip sports. The ladders can, as required,
be mounted staggered and provided with intermediate platforms. 

It complies with all the standards and requirements associated with 
the applicable regulations (e.g. EN 14 122).

In addition to manufacturing the escape ladders, 
ASC can take the measurements locally and mount the
ladders on request.

Escape ladders
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The ASC Group is back on the market with the world-famous 
telescopic ladder brand Telesteps

Simplicity
Telescopic ladders can easily be extended with one action and it is just as fast to secure the ladders for use.
Red buttons under each step indicate that the ladder is ready for use and have a workload up to 150 kg. 
Telesteps products are light and easy to transport.

Flexibility
Because of the telescopic function and minimum radius, the Telesteps are excellent for use in small spaces. Easy 
to extend in length in order to reach the optimal height for the job you have to do. In this way, a telescopic ladder 
has the advantages of many ladders united in one design: always the right length for the job. The Telesteps 
assortment also includes smart accessories, such as an adjustable safety foot, top support and workplatforms. 
They make your job easier.

Safety
Simplicity and flexibility are all very good, but the priority is safety. The ladders are manually mounted and 
all tested, one by one. Safety also means that you have a ladder of the right height for the task that is firmly in the 
right angle to the wall. The ladders and platforms are made of robust aluminium with rough plastic details and all 
our working tools are certified according to NEN-EN 131, SP, TÜV / GS, NEN 2484.

Product categories 
- Ladders 
- Combination ladders 
- Loftladders 
- Work Platforms 
- Accessories

ASC Group has also been appointed as an official Telesteps service center. With this, ASC Group is the address for 
maintenance and repair of your Telesteps product.

Telesteps 2.0
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BigOne Telescopic folding ladder
- Multifunctional all in one solution
- Can be used as a single straight ladder 
 and as a double stepladder (the inner part 
 is adjustable telescopically)
- On each sport adjustable
- Also suitable for use on uneven levels.
- Folded very compact depending on the 
 chosen length 
- Ideal for mechanics, installers, plumbers, 
 painters and in the industry.
 

Waku Telescopic Ladder
- The multifunctional all in one ladder and stepladder
- Single ladder, double-sided stepladder
- For uneven level
- Folded very compact
- Ideal for your work as a mechanic, electrician, 
  painter and in the industry.

Miscellaneous Stepladders and Ladders
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Warehouse stepladders are known because they are to large, fitted with wheels, extended beams 
for more stability and a prominent guardrail. These characteristics are the reason that storage stepladders 
take a lot of space in a building where space just costs money.

The ASC type of Warehouse Stepladders addresses this problem. Due to a well-balanced construction with 
hinges, this stepladder can be folded without compromising stability or durability.
When folded, the staircase takes only one third of the original space.

Available in 3 to 7 steps. Customized products at an affordable price level can be made according to your wishes.

Foldable Warehouse Stepladder
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The ladders are made of fiberglass reinforced plastic (GRP) and are specially designed for the  
electrical, chemical and food industry. 

The insulating properties (both thermal and electric) make them an excellent tool for maintenance teams.  
A large part of the fibers consists of continuous long bundles, which are arranged according to the 
longitudinal direction of the posts. This achieves excellent stiffness and strength at a low weight.

These ladders come standard with stabilization bar, under wide flared on request.

Fiberglass GRP Ladders and Stepladders
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The aluminum Industrial Steps from ASC are lightweight  
and extremely robust. They are available in 1 to 3 step  
versions.

Characteristics:
-  Available in 1 to 3 step versions
-  Aluminium treadplate
-  Very stable and comfortable
-  Dimensions of the steps: 35 x 58 cm
-  Load capacity 150 kg
-  Standardization: EN 131 and EN 2484

Industrial Steps



Safety Click ®: an innovative, unique and worldwide patented system in favour of the 
safe use of ladders and it prevents falling over of ladders. All over the world, most accidents during working at height are 
caused by slipping away or falling over of ladders. Both in hobby and in professional use.

The patented Safety Click ® prevents slipping away or falling over of ladders at all times. Due to its unique construction, 
the forces responsible for slipping and falling over, are being excluded and prevented.      
Safety Click ® is the solution for the safe use of ladders.  

ASC has designed different types of Safety Click ® in order to work safely in any possible situation when using ladders. 
Also due to the various assembling possibilities, tailored to specific situations.

The standard Safety Click ® can be delivered in different types and consists of high strength and corrosion-insensitive 
stainless steel. This guarantees lifelong durability and use. For safe working on ladders specifically in construction and 
industry (a.o. scaffolding and stage construction industry), ASC developed types made of industrial aluminium.

Safety Click ® stands for safety, user-friendly and comfort. In addition, the Safety Click ® is safe and easy to assemble.

Safety Click ®:
- Standard being delivered without a ladder; an ASC ladder is optional
- Can be used in combination with almost any type of ladder
- Meets the requirements of EN 131 / NEN 2484 and EN 1004
- Manufactured from high quality stainless steel or aluminium
- Always follow the local requirements for safe working and make sure you work on flat surface
- Safety Click ® is not responsible for accidents due to misuse and/or failure following the regulations and/or 
  instructions
- Always assemble the Safety Click ® on a stable and solid underground
- Always ensure that the ladder is securely sealed in the Safety Click ® before access on the ladder

Safety Click ® takes over the product liability of all ladders in combination with the use of Safety Click ® products. 
This under the condition that the ladders meet the requirements of EN131, are inspected annually and are used in 
accordance with applicable legislation.

All ASC ladders in combination with Safety Click ® automatically meet the product terms of Safety Click ® and 
ASC products.
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Scan the code 
to watch the movie
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Type III

Type IV
Type V

Type VI

Type VII
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This stainless steel Safety Click ® 
is the standard model with a simple 
and easy operation. It has a 
single mounting plate and consists 
of 1 unit for mounting on top of an 
entrance (beams, attic, warehouse 
floor etc.)

This stainless steel Safety Click ® is 
an extension to the standard model 
and can be extended. This provides 
various benefits for the user. Type II 
can be stored out of sight when not 
in use. 

This stainless steel Safety Click ® is 
an extension to the standard model 
and can be fixed directly on the wall.

This aluminium Safety Click ®
offers the benefit of a safe
access with a ladder on
aluminium scaffold systems and/
or trusses, stages.
This Safety Click ® will be delivered
with 2 robust aluminium 
couplings.

The Safety Click ® Type VI is a 
single aluminium frame which can 
be fixed with aluminium couplings 
on a folding scaffold. Almost any 
type of ladder can be placed in the 
Safety Click ®. The folding scaffold 
is then ready for safe access on the 
platform.

Because of the unique patented 
design of the Safety Click ® the 
ladder cannot slip 
and the scaffold will not roll away. 
Even when the robust and 
user-friendly design of the 
Safety Click ® type VI is fixed on the 
folding scaffold, the frame can be 
folded for easy and safe transport.

This aluminium Safety Click ® will 
be delivered with an aluminium 
extension console and two 
aluminium couplings.
The Safety Click ® type V can be 
fixed at any height on a scaffold, 
truss or other tube construction, 
after which one can safely use 
the ladder in order to access the 
required height.

Safety Click ® Type VII is the handy 
tool for the safe storing of your lad-
der or stepladder. This stainless steel 
bracket is robust and durable and can 
be fixed on the wall with 4 screws at 
any height. The width of this bracket 
makes it suitable for almost any ladder 
or stepladder.

Type VIII

ASC Group has developed a new type of Safety Click ®, Type VIII. This type 
is specially designed for triangular bridges. For a long time the ASC Group 
received signals from the market regarding the entry on triangle bridges. 
To date, this could only be done with heavy permanent solutions or by means 
of a separate ladder. The simplicity and security of a Safety Click ® now 
brings a safe and comfortable solution.
The Safety Click ® Type VIII can easily be mounted on one side of a trian-
gular bridge and provides an affordable, sturdy locking option for any type of 
ladder.
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Ladder wall bracket
A ladder wall bracket improves in many
cases your ergonomic position in relation to the
object you are working on.
You will have easier access to a larger area and
can perform your work under greater comfort 
and
much faster.

Ladder accessories

X-Max Wall Bracket
The folding wall bracket. Available with an aluminium platform. 
During the extension of the ladder X-Max will automatically 
be folded. Provides ease of use during moving your ladder. 
Universally applicable to most common ladders.
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The ASC Suspension System with Xtended platform, known as the ASC HBI XP, is a modular system
which is designed entirely in-house. The experienced engineers of ASC Product Design have developed this 
unique construction together with the department ASC Rent.

The rock-solid suspension platform has been extensively tested 
for many years, including several duration tests. 
ASC HBI XP is also approved to the highest standards in the 
world, CE, and UL 2006 / 42EG (Lift Institute). 

The ASC HBI XP will be delivered standard with two Titan hoists 
Power Climber ™ (Safe Works LLC). 

These hoists only weigh 40 kg each, but have a lifting 
capacity up to 650 kg. All modular components of the ASC HBI 
XP are manufactured from high quality aluminium. 

ASC Suspended Platform XP

Bumpy-XP
Bumpy-XP is a universal wall bracket for 

suspended platform systems. The wall bracket 
consists of a very sturdy aluminium mounting 

bracket with quick release.

Practically any desired length can be 
achieved with the ASC HBI XP. Angle sections 
are of course also available. 

Through its various additional options, the 
installation is multifunctional. 

The dimensions and construction make the 
ASC HBI XP interchangeable with other 
brands and / or designs. 
(Up to 19 meters!)



ASC Group has developed a product called the X-lift. The X-Lift is easily
movable and adjustable to any desired height by two winches. The X-Lift can be easily disassembled for 
transport. The X-Lift is the ideal working platform for different heights. Also, the X-Lift has been extensively 
tested for safety and maximum load.

- To be erected by one person  
- Easy to move
- No facade needed for support
- To be adjusted at any height
- Handrails always be present during entering the work platform
- Can be extended with our multi-functional rain protect system
- Manufactured from compact components.

X-Lift
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Easy to transport. Loose parts only 4m3
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Triangle Bridge - System with vertical masts, can also be used between two mobile towers. 
Unique in Europe: a span up to 16.5 meters possible! Of which 14.5 m free span!  

The vertical masts make it possible to use the triangle bridge at any height up to a maximum
of 9 meter working height. The triangle bridge is available in parts of 2, 3 and 4 meters. The vertical masts are 1, 3 
or 6 m. Maximum load is 500 kg divided over the entire triangle bridge.

The Triangle Bridge is easy to assemble on the ground after which it can be lifted to height with two hand winches.
Another advantage: the vertical masts can be used with the triangle system as well as stages.

Other features are:
- On every working height to be used directly
- Quickly at work: 30 minutes assemble time for a
  complete system of 16 m (3 houses of 5.5 m in 
  one working platform)
- Light in weight
- The 70 cm (!) wide platforms have integrated handrail holders
- The aluminium set of toeboards is integrated into the railing
- Including wind locking device 
- Conical coupling pins to fasten the triangle parts
- The triangle bridge is also easy to use between two mobile towers.

In a short time the Triangle Bridge can be provided with a rain cover. The canvases are the ideal place advertising 
your company.

Triangle Bridge



Aluminium Work Platforms with associated winch.
The T.N.O. approved Work Platforms are available in heights: 4 - 5 - 6 meters, with both straight and angled mast. 
By default, the mast is always provided with a stage carrier and trolleys on which an aluminium stage can be used. 
The trolley can be continuously adjusted by the mounted winch. 

Standard on every mast is a stabilizer which prevents the mast from falling over. A single set excists at least out of two 
masts and one stage, on request of the customer,any masts with different dimensions and / or related extensions are 
all within the possibilities. Various other extensions such as rain shelters, expansion consoles etc. can be produced on 
request.

Work Platform (straight)
Our Work Platform is a solution to all the questions from the industry. 
The complete set can be built within 5 minutes by one person.
The standard mast stabilizer is also used for this type of working platform.

The (straight) Work Platform needs to be tilted backward primarily and after 
that the stage carriers are mounted. Then one places the Aluminium Stage 
of the required length (from 3 to 8 meters) and one lifts the platform. 
The masts are delivered in heights of 4 to 6 meters, to extend with various 
lengthening pieces. After this, the entire construction can be pushed against 
the wall. By using the Work Platform one does not have to overcome any 
obstacles to the facade. Does one have a flat facade, then it is easy to roll 
the construction along the facade.

Work Platform (angled)
The complete Work Platform consists out of the same components as the 
straight one. Only the trolley in the angled work mast runs over the rear 
side.

All Aluminium Stages meet the statutory maximum load of 150 kg per m2 and 
are conform EN 1004. The aluminium profile has a height of 15 cm and the 
stage has a width of 61 cm. Yet this stage is light in weight because its 
stiffness is due to the unique construction of its profile.

The aluminium deck is equipped with the mandatory anti-slip tread, strong 
and light! On request we deliver an aluminium railing which is one 
operation collapsible and through the variable position of the railing holders 
to be placed on both sides. If necessary we can provide the stages with 
support hooks, or any other structure requested by the customer.
 
The obtainable standard lengths (other sizes on request):
- 3 m (27 kg)
- 4 m (36 kg)
- 5 m (45 kg)
- 6 m (54 kg)
- 7 m (63 kg)
- 8 m (72 kg)

Work Platforms
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ASC can deliver several models of hydraulic platforms: Push Around models, 
which are to be moved manually and with a hydraulic lift system for moving upwards and so-called “self-propelled” 
models which operates automatically.

These hydraulic platforms are of high industrial quality and very versatile. The hydraulic platforms
are easy to load and unload with a forklift truck or be transported on the ASC transporter. This trailer
may be operated with an common B license .This makes the use of a forklift entirely unnecessary

The ASC platforms are available in three types: 
- Push around:
  maximum platform height of 3 m and a working height of 5 m
  maximum platform height of 3.9 m and a working height of 6 m

- Self propelled:
  maximum platform height of 3 m and a working height of 5 m
  maximum platform height of 3.9 m and a working height of 6 m

- Aluminium:
  maximum platform height of 6 m and a working height of 8 m

The ASC hydraulic platform have endured several tests (CE, SGS en IPAF) and comply with all the regulations.

Hydraulic Platforms



ASC has an extensive range of PPE.
There are various types of harnesses, ropes and fall arrest kits in this range.

Harnesses
Simple, functional and safe are the characteristics 
of the harnesses.
The harnesses provide a good fit and easy customization.

Edge Kinetix
The Edge Kinetix fallarrrest block has a strap of 2.5 m, an energy absorber and a swivel safety hook. The hook can 
be changed on request by a carabiner.

Edge Kevlar
The Edge Kevlar fallarrest block 1060 has a kevlar strap of 6 m, an aluminium body and a swivel attachment point.  

Personal Protective Equipment
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Safety Ropes with lanyard
These safety ropes are provided with a shock 
absorber, which absorbs the force of the fall 
and therefore reduces a potential injury.
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A revolutionary way of working at height for plasterers, painters and anyone else who needs 
to work at height over a large area. 

No loose mobile towers or stepladders anymore, but working at once on this increased work floor.
Through adjustable trestles and separate platforms (125 x 50 cm.), the system can be set up in a way
that a room will be provided with an increased and stable floor. The maximum load is 250 kg per m2. 
The construction time is 30 m2 in only 15 minutes!

The trestles are available in lengths from 2 m, 1.5 m
and 1 m and are adjustable in steps of 15 cm
(60/75/90/105 cm) in height.

They are secured by means of a locking clip. 

The aluminium base plate ensures a stable setup. 
The reinforcement brace will be fixed on one or
more places, depending on the number of m2.

Interior Building Floor
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ASC has developed an extensive range of aluminium clamp couplings for various applications: 
Q-Clamps. With these couplings you can build very quickly and build a strong lightweight construction.
Ideal for companies working in fences, advertising screens and roof constructions.

Features:
Unique dimensions, suitable for tubes of 50-51 mm with 
stainless steel connecting bolts. The Q-Clamps are 
made of strong aluminium alloy and can be welded.

Q-Clamps
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ASC can create any type of aluminium or stainless steel fence for you. We also offer a lot of
standard modular solutions with extra options such as lockable gates and anti-thieft devices. All our fences are
durable, strained, elegant and maintenance-free. We also have an own assembly crew for placing these fences .  

Fences



Besides of the standard ASC range, ASC has its own custom-made department: ASC Specials.
ASC Specials designes, drawns, calculates and produces, as required by our customer, all possible constructions.

ASC Special Products
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Our specially trained professionals can imagine together with the customer the best and safest 
solution and then visualizie and produce it.

This can vary from a small step stool, step-over, (roll) platform stepladder, temporary and permanent
ladders, stepladder, mobile tower and / or fall protection to large canopies, suspended platforms, stairway
towers, roof edge security, bridges, trusses, podium and special constructions for industry and petrochemicals.
 
In addition, we can also assist you in setting up, installing and inspecting all possible constructions. 
Our professionals are all VCA ISO AMTEK, DNV, TÜV and Vincote certified and / or work under the 
conditions of these independent testing authorities.
For questions and / or requests for ASC Specials contact us voluntarily.

ASC Special Products



ASC Exclusive is involved in designing and producing furniture and interior products. 
In this exclusive department, unique glass, aluminium and wood are crafted into designer products.

The customer’s wishes are treated intensively, worked out and processed into a high-quality product. For an infinite 
long period, you will have the exclusive enjoyment and use.

ASC Exclusive
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In addition, ASC has many years of experience in processing rare leather types 
in combination with aluminium and wood.

This can be for consumers, business or industrial use. Do you have any wishes, ideas, questions etc.? 
Please contact our ASC Exclusive Department.

ASC Exclusive
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EN 131 
The EN-131 is the European  standard for stepladders, ladders and folding ladders. This European standard is mandatory and acknowledged  by 
the European Court of Justice and overrules herewith the national legislation in each country. In the future this will also be a mandatory legislation.. 
Of its origins, the N-EN (Netherlands-European Norm-) was taken in the Netherlands as a guideline and used in the base. 
All ASC products, as appropriate and necessary, comply with EN 131 and EN 2484-N. 

Commodities Act
In the Netherlands all stepladders, ladders and folding ladders must comply with the Commodities Act  ( Besluit Draagbaar Klimmateriaal) on 
portable access equipment. ASC tests these standards at all times. Of course, the internal standard at ASC is  higher and is often assessed by the 
independent testing authorities. 

N -EN 2484 
The N-EN 2484 is an  increased standard for intensive and professional use relative to the Commodities Act. The security is tightened with 
increased durability tests, dynamic tilt tests on eg loads on ends and the tensile load on the brackets. 

EN 1004 
The European (including Dutch) standard for aluminum rolling towers. Obviously  the ASC scaffolds comply minimal (since the internal 
standards and standards of some other countries/continents are sometimes higher) with these standards and provide the required strength and 
stability calculations. The contents and the handling thereof is determinant to the prior art. This is used in the market and controlled by the Labour 
Authorities designated per country. 

Strength and stability calculations + permissions to mixing of rolling towers! 
According to European directives, for certain configurations strength and stability calculations should be available. Naturally, these are at the 
ASC specialists also  available. Also for advice, analysises and other expertise in calculation results. For standard configurations, drawn up within 
the EU and within the Dutch Scaffold Board, apply the standard norms and requirements. From here, rolling towers may also legally be mixed. This 
is among other things to promote a healthy competition and for the users to be able to enjoy a fair and competitive market. ASC stands for the 
mixing of certain brands rolling towers and grants a full product liability. For more information please contact ASC. 

EN 1298 (assembly instructions) 
This European standard has been set, the minimum requirement for the instruction manual  and the use of rolling towers. ASC is well known for the 
care of the safety of its users. The manuals, assembly instructions and user instructions of ASC products are prepared in accordance with EN 
1298. 

EN 12811 
The European standard for facade scaffolding, which is valid for non-rollable scaffolding. 

EN ISO 14122 
The hoop/facadeladders, (step over) platforms and custom-made stepladders comply with the EN ISO 14122 Safety of machinery, permanent 
equipment of access to machines. 

Warranty 
ASC has to keep its reputation in respect to warranty, service and quality. Per product ASC indicates  the warranty. In addition, ASC has its own 
24-hour service, 7 days a week. See www.ascgroup.nl 

DNV - VINQOTTE - Amtek - Aboma - TÜV-SCC: Certification - inspection and repair / maintenance 
Many of the ASC products, where necessary, have been tested or certified by one of the leading authorities. In addition, many companies of the 
ASC Group are certified by Amtek / VCA. 

Also for maintenance, inspection and repair ASC is fully certified, at the highest level, for all brands of ladders, rolling towers, stepladders, hydraulic 
platforms, suspended platforms and special access equipment to inspect, maintain and repair. 
For this purpose, ASC has its own department with trained and motivated professionals who will be pleased to serve and to advise you.
 

VSB 
ASC is a member of the VSB, the association for all types of interests in access equipment and affiliated companies, which also cooperates with 
the Guarantee Commission DNV,  including the Government (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment) and the Labour Authorities. 
 
 

EN 1004

N-EN 2484

Warenwet

EN 1298

EN 12811

EN-ISO
14122

NEN 2484
NEN 2484
The NEN 2484 is an increased standard for intensive and professional use relative to the Commodities Act. The security is tightened with 
increased durability test, dynamic tilt test on eg loads on ends and the tensile load on the brackets.
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NEN-EN 1004
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EN 131 
The EN-131 is the European  standard for stepladders, ladders and folding ladders. This European standard is mandatory and acknowledged  by 
the European Court of Justice and overrules herewith the national legislation in each country. In the future this will also be a mandatory legislation.. 
Of its origins, the N-EN (Netherlands-European Norm-) was taken in the Netherlands as a guideline and used in the base. 
All ASC products, as appropriate and necessary, comply with EN 131 and EN 2484-N. 

Commodities Act
In the Netherlands all stepladders, ladders and folding ladders must comply with the Commodities Act  ( Besluit Draagbaar Klimmateriaal) on 
portable access equipment. ASC tests these standards at all times. Of course, the internal standard at ASC is  higher and is often assessed by the 
independent testing authorities. 

N -EN 2484 
The N-EN 2484 is an  increased standard for intensive and professional use relative to the Commodities Act. The security is tightened with 
increased durability tests, dynamic tilt tests on eg loads on ends and the tensile load on the brackets. 

EN 1004 
The European (including Dutch) standard for aluminum rolling towers. Obviously  the ASC scaffolds comply minimal (since the internal 
standards and standards of some other countries/continents are sometimes higher) with these standards and provide the required strength and 
stability calculations. The contents and the handling thereof is determinant to the prior art. This is used in the market and controlled by the Labour 
Authorities designated per country. 

Strength and stability calculations + permissions to mixing of rolling towers! 
According to European directives, for certain configurations strength and stability calculations should be available. Naturally, these are at the 
ASC specialists also  available. Also for advice, analysises and other expertise in calculation results. For standard configurations, drawn up within 
the EU and within the Dutch Scaffold Board, apply the standard norms and requirements. From here, rolling towers may also legally be mixed. This 
is among other things to promote a healthy competition and for the users to be able to enjoy a fair and competitive market. ASC stands for the 
mixing of certain brands rolling towers and grants a full product liability. For more information please contact ASC. 

EN 1298 (assembly instructions) 
This European standard has been set, the minimum requirement for the instruction manual  and the use of rolling towers. ASC is well known for the 
care of the safety of its users. The manuals, assembly instructions and user instructions of ASC products are prepared in accordance with EN 
1298. 

EN 12811 
The European standard for facade scaffolding, which is valid for non-rollable scaffolding. 

EN ISO 14122 
The hoop/facadeladders, (step over) platforms and custom-made stepladders comply with the EN ISO 14122 Safety of machinery, permanent 
equipment of access to machines. 

Warranty 
ASC has to keep its reputation in respect to warranty, service and quality. Per product ASC indicates  the warranty. In addition, ASC has its own 
24-hour service, 7 days a week. See www.ascgroup.nl 

DNV - VINQOTTE - Amtek - Aboma - TÜV-SCC: Certification - inspection and repair / maintenance 
Many of the ASC products, where necessary, have been tested or certified by one of the leading authorities. In addition, many companies of the 
ASC Group are certified by Amtek / VCA. 

Also for maintenance, inspection and repair ASC is fully certified, at the highest level, for all brands of ladders, rolling towers, stepladders, hydraulic 
platforms, suspended platforms and special access equipment to inspect, maintain and repair. 
For this purpose, ASC has its own department with trained and motivated professionals who will be pleased to serve and to advise you.
 

VSB 
ASC is a member of the VSB, the association for all types of interests in access equipment and affiliated companies, which also cooperates with 
the Guarantee Commission DNV,  including the Government (Ministry of Social Affairs and Employment) and the Labour Authorities. 
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TÜV
TÜV promotes safety, quality, reliability and environment with certification, inspection, CE marking and training.

NEN 2484
The NEN 2484 is an increased standard for intensive and professional use relative to the Commodities Act. The security is tightened with 
increased durability test, dynamic tilt test on eg loads on ends and the tensile load on the brackets.
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De Aluminium Scaffolding Company (ASC) is sinds 1992 hét adres voor gecertificeerde topkwaliteit tegen een betaalbare prijs. Meer dan twintig 
jaar ervaring en productie in eigen fabriek vormen de garantie voor de onveranderlijk hoge kwaliteit van onze producten. 
ASC is innovatief. We zijn constant op zoek naar nieuwe oplossingen om snel te kunnen reageren op de wensen uit de gebruikersmarkt. Dit leidt regelmatig 
tot nieuwe producten en oplossingen om de klanttevredenheid over ASC producten te verhogen. ASC biedt topkwaliteit. Al onze producten voldoen aan de 
strengste Europese kwaliteits- en veiligheidsnormen en zijn gecertificeerd volgens: N-EN 1004/1298/2718/12811 en de sterkte- en stabiliteitsberekeningen. 

ASC levert. Het brede ASC assortiment wordt bij ons eigen, internationale dealernetwerk op voorraad gehouden en is daardoor snel leverbaar. ASC heeft 
door de uitstekende prijs-kwaliteitverhouding een toonaangevende plaats veroverd in de markt voor aluminium (rol)steigers.

Op www.ascgroup.nl vindt u het complete productaanbod en gedetailleerde informatie, alsook de adressen van ons dealernetwerk.

Die Aluminium Scaffolding Company ist seit 1992 die Adresse für Gerüstbauer die suchen nach zertifizierter Topqualität, zu einem bezahlbarem 
Preis. Über 20 Jahre Erfahrung und Herstellung in unserer eigenen Fabrik sind die Garantie für gleichbleibend hohe Qualität unserer Produkten. 
Wie sind innovativ: unsere Entwicklungsabteilung sucht ständig nach neuen Lösungen um schnell auf die Anforderungen der Gebraucher-Markt 
reagieren zu können. Dies führt regelmäßig zu neuen Produkten und Lösungen und zu Steigerung der Kundenzufriedenheit mit unseren ASC Produkten. 
Und wir liefern Spitzenqualität: alle unsere Produkte erfüllen die strengen europäischen Qualitäts- und Sicherheitsnormen und sind zertifiziert nach: N-EN 
1004/1298/2718/12811 und die Stärke- und Stabilität Berechnungen. Die ASC Fachhändler haben die breite Palette Produkten auf Vorrat und die können 
dadurch schnell geliefert werden. Und darüber hinaus: durch das hervorragende Preis/Leistungsverhältnis der ASC-Produkten hat sich unser Unternehmen 
in den letzten 20 Jahren zum führenden Hersteller in Aluminium Gerüstbau entwickelt. 

Auf www.ascgroup.nl finden Sie das komplette Produktangebot, mehr Information und die Adressen unseren Fachhändler.

Since 1992, the Aluminium Scaffolding Company has been the natural choice for scaffold companies who require certified top quality at an afford-
able price. Over 2 decades of experience, combined with production within our own factory, provide a guarantee for the consistently high quality 
of our products. 
We are innovative: our development department is constantly looking for new solutions in order to react rapidly to the demands of the users market. Regularly 
this leads to new products and solutions, which increases the costumer satisfaction in our ASC products. And we deliver top quality: all our products comply 
with the strict European quality and safety standards and are certified to: N-EN 1004/1298/2718/12811 and the strength and stability calculations. The wide 
range of our products is kept in stock by our own dealer network and can be delivered rapidly. And in addition the excellent value for money of ASC products 
has led to our company has become one of the leading manufacturers of aluminium scaffolding in the last 20 years. 

At www.ascgroup.nl you will find the complete product range, further information and addresses for our dealer network.

Desde 1992, la Aluminium Scaffolding Company es el proveedor indiscutible para constructores de andamios, que buscan la máxima calidad 
certificada, a precios accesibles. Nuestra experiencia de más de 20 años y los productos elaborados en nuestra propia fabrica garantizan la más 
alta calidad inalterable de nuestros productos. 
Somos innovadores: nuestro departamento de desarrollo está en una búsqueda permanente de soluciones innovadoras para poder reaccionar con celeridad 
a los cambios del mercado. Así, estamos en condiciones de crear nuevos productos y de encontrar nuevas soluciones de manera regular, lo que a la vez au-
menta la satisfacción de los clientes, gracias a nuestros productos ASC. Ofrecemos excelencia: todos nuestros productos se corresponden con las estrictas 
normas europeas de calidad y seguridad. Además, cumplen con la certificación según las normas N-EN 1004/1298/2718/12811 y los cálculos de resistencia y 
estabilidad. Gracias a nuestra propia red de distribuidores, que tiene a disposición la amplia gama de nuestros productos, es posible realizar las entregas 
rápidamente. Finalmente, la relación excelente de precio y calidad de los productos ASC ha permitido que nuestra empresa se encuentre entre los 
fabricantes lideres de andamios de aluminio de los últimos 20 anos. 

En www.ascgroup.nl se puede consultar la completa gama de productos ofrecidos, información detallada de esos y nuestra red de distribuidores. 

Desde 1992, a Aluminium Scaffolding Company, é o local para montadores de andaimes, á procura de máxima qualidade certificada, a um preço 
razoável. Com mais de 20 anos de experiencia e uma fabrica própria tem a garantia de qualidade elevada continua dos nossos produtos. 
Somos inovadores: o nosso departamento de desenvolvimento está continuamente procurando de novas soluções e de poder responder rapidamente a 
pedidos do mercado. Isto resulta regularmente em produtos e soluções novas, que por sua vez aumentam a satisfação do cliente dos nossos produtos ASC. 
Provamos uma qualidade máxima: todos os nosso produtos correspondem às rigorosas normas europeias de qualidade e segurança e estão certificados 
segundo: N-EN 1004/1298/2718/12811 e os cálculos de resistência e estabilidade. O vasto programa da nossa paleta de produtos encontra-se em estoque 
na nossa própria rede de vendedores, estando rapidamente disponível para entrega. Por ultimo, a excelente relação de qualidade e preço dos produtos ASC 
conduziu a nossa empresa, nos últimos 20 anos, até́ à posição líder de fabricantes de andaimes de alumínio. 

Em www.ascgroup.nl encontra a oferta completa de produtos, mais informações e endereços da nossa rede de vendedores.

Depuis 1992, Aluminium Scaffolding Company est l’adresse des monteurs d’échafaudages qui recherchent la meilleure qualité́ certifiée, aux prix 
abordables. Plus de 20 ans d’expérience et une fabrication intégrée sont les garants de la qualité́ enlevée et constante de nos produits. Nous 
sommes innovantes : notre bureau d’études recherche en permanence de nouvelles solutions de façon à pouvoir réagir rapidement aux souhaits 
exprimes par le marché des utilisateurs. Ces recherches aboutissent régulièrement aux nouveaux produits et des nouvelles solutions qui augmen-
tent la satisfaction de nos clients pour nos produits ASC. 
Nous distribuons qualité́ de pointe : tous nos produits répondent aux strictes normes de qualité́ et de sécurité́ européennes et sont certifiés conformes: aux 
normes EN 1004/1298/2718/12811 et aux calculs de résistance et de stabilité́. Nos propres réseaux de revendeurs tiennent en stock le programme étendu 
des produits de notre catalogue qui sont ainsi disponibles très vite à la livraison. Notre entreprise est devenue au cours des 20 années aux premiers fabri-
cants d’échafaudages en aluminium, elle ne le doit pas seulement à l’excellent rapport de la qualité́ et du prix des produits ASC. 

Rendez-vous sur la page www.ascgroup.nl, pour le catalogue complet de nos produits, plus d’informations et les adresses de notre réseau de revendeurs.
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Your ASC dealer:

HEAD OFFICE:
ASC Group
Leerlooierstraat  32
4871 EN Etten-Leur
Holland
Tel: +31 (0) 76 - 541 30 19
Fax: +31 (0) 76 - 549 31 19


